
Hosted Cyber Range
with Private Network Access

Custom Network Configurations

No infrastructure needed

Includes industry leading SIEM,
firewalls, and EDR licenses

Team or Individual Training

Instructor-Led Sessions (virtual or
on-prem)

Built-in Learning Management
System

Flexible and Scalable Options

Custom Scheduling

Fast Deployment

Hosted Cyber Range Solutions

Cloud Range   
HYPER-REALISTIC SIMULATED CYBER DEFENSE TRAINING 

DATA FROM CYBERSECURITY VENTURES NOTES
THERE WILL BE 3.5 MILLION UNFILLED
CYBERSECURITY POSITIONS BY 2021. 

Ensure that your SOC operations team gains the necessary skills and
training to detect and remediate any type of cyber attack.

FEATURES
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Just as a pilot must train in a flight simulator, the most important aspect of

cybersecurity preparedness is your team's ability to train in a simulated,

environment with real-life attack scenarios.  

Challenges with finding qualified candidates

Inability to assess actual skills and abilities outside of a live environment

Industry certifications &  product training don't prepare people for attacks

Cloud Range gives you the benefits of having your own custom

cyber range, without the costly investment of infrastructure,

trainers, and administration.  

Prepare from anywhere.
The cloud-based platform

is used to perform hyper-

realistic training through

a cost effective and

convenient subscription

model.

Measurable results. Cloud Range uses the

world’s leading simulation-based cyber

defense training platform to give SOC

analysts and incident responders the skills

and hands-on training required to ensure

they are prepared to identify and respond

to the increasing number and types of

cyber attacks.

The impact is real.

Subscription-based access to the world’s leading cyber range
gives your SOC Operations Team the ability to train on a hyper-
realistic, mimicked environment of your SOC including actual
licensed SIEM, firewalls, and other tools your team uses every day.  

With an acute shortage of security professionals worldwide, having combat-hardened

experts to anchor your defenses is continuing to challenge organizations around the

globe. You require your cyber-defenders to have the training and experience to protect

your organization, but industry certifications and vendor training are not enough to

ensure they are prepared for live combat.

By 2022, 15% of large

enterprises will be using

cyber ranges to develop

the skills of their security

teams, up from less than

1% today.

GARTNER ,  I N C .

Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com



ATTACK SCENARIOS: A SERIES OF MISSIONS

Cloud Range maximizes your cybersecurity team's performance

by providing hyper-realistic training, customized to simulate your

actual technical infrastructure and environment.  

Your cyber range may include  licensed versions of the same

industry leading security tools that you use every day in your

SOC to ensure hands-on training and experience that mimics

your real life environment.  

Your cyber range will include a dedicated network

specifically designed to emulate your own complex

network. The simulated environment is injected with

traffic, simulating typical activity such as user emails,

web-surfing, and server communications.

New scenarios are added frequently to keep

your team up-to-date as the threat landscape

becomes increasingly complex.

Custom scenarios may also be configured

Your team will practice defending against the

world's most threatening attack vectors, including

those listed here. 

Ransomware

DDoS SYN Flood

SQL Injection

WMI Worm

Apache Shutdown

Trojan Data Leakage

DB Dump via FTP Exploit

Java NMS Kill

Hosted Cyber Range Solutions

Customized replica of your network: 

Customized replica of your SOC environment

YOUR HOSTED CYBER RANGE, CUSTOMIZED FOR THE BIGGEST IMPACT

EXAMPLE SCENARIOS
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... and more

Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com

Java Send Mail

Web Defacement

Killer Trojan

Trojan Share PE

WPAD Man in the Middle

Dragonfly

WordPress Blue Bad Plugin

THE END RESULT: IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
See your team's progress over time

Your team will practice on different scenarios of

increasing difficulty over the course of a Cloud

Range program. You will be able to see

measurable results, as Cloud Range trainers will

map your team's progress according to the 

NICE Framework elements.

SECURELY PROVISION
OPERATE & MAINTAIN
PROTECT & DEFEND
INVESTIGATE

COLLECT & OPERATE
ANALYZE
OVERSEE & GOVERN



Hosted Cyber Range Solutions

Network Design
Scenario
Configuration
Trainee
Management
Monitoring and
Documentation

Prepare team for the
mission
Establish Roles
Attack is launched
Real time
communication with
each trainee
Recorded milestones
and scoring

Summarize the
scenario
Recap goals
Review total score 
Debrief on team and
individual performance
Track progress in the
Learning Management
System

SESSION SETUP SESSION DEPLOYMENT AFTER ACTION REVIEW

HOW DOES EACH TRAINING SESSION WORK?
Cloud Range’s remote capabilities allow up to 20 people to log in to a private live session. No

matter where your team may be, whether in the same room or dispersed across the globe, your

SOC operators can train together as a team.

Cloud Range's team training platform delivers individual instructor-led training exercises or

a series of exercises (a “course”) to ensure that your team is prepared for a multitude of

potential cyber attacks.  

How many people can attend a single training session? 
Up to 20 people from your team can log into a live private session.

How long does each training session last? 
A training session usually lasts from 3 to 6 hours.  Custom scenarios

can be designed to be longer.

Is the instructor on site? 
Cloud Range delivers both on-prem and remote training.

Are training sessions private? 
Cloud Range also offers public facing virtual instructor-led training

sessions, but FlexRange is private training sessions just for your team.

Does my team need to go somewhere for training? 
As long as you have internet access, you can participate in private or

public training sessions from any computer with internet access

through a private network.

TRAINING SESSION FAQS
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Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com

Ponemon Institute noted

that one of the top key

impediments to effective

IR at an organization is

the organizational silos

between IR and other

groups or between data

sources and tasks.



Hosted Cyber Range Solutions

Give every member of
your security team the
ability to learn how to
identify and defend
against attack vectors in a
safe environment

Stay up to date on
specific skills for
emerging threat vectors

Receive metrics reflecting
actual detection and
response times for each
team member

Hone skills using licensed
versions of your actual
security tools.  

Provide skills training in
multiple SOC functions
for professional
development

Custom training and
coaching for EACH
trainee based on his/her
learning needs and
progress

Overcome employee
complacency by having
consistent training on the
most current attack
vectors

Keeps team members
engaged using a gamified
environment

Onboard people more
quickly and effectively

CLOUD RANGE SERVICES:
Cyber Attack Training Missions:  à la carte training sessions for your team; instructor-led remote or on-site.

FlexRange Annual Subscriptions:  Usage-based cyber range training subscriptions, remote or on-site.

Range365: Custom hosted unlimited-use cyber range

FastTrak Assessments:  Candidate assessments 

"With any cyber threat, the first and last line of defense is prepared
leaders and employees.  To prepare for and prevent the cyber attacks of
the future, firms need to balance technological deterrents with agile,
human-centered defense which must include a proactive leadership
approach." HARVARD  BUS I N E S S  R EV I EW

DANTE  D I S P A RT E ,  FOUNDER  AND  CEO  OF  R I S K  COOPERAT I V E

CHR I S  FUR LOW ,  U . S .  CHAMBER  OF  COMMERCE  CYBER

L EADER SH I P  COUNC I L   

BENEFITS
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Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com

ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
Cyber Readiness Assessments

Red Team/ Blue Team Exercises

Capture-the-Flag Events

OT Training

Cyber Awareness Training



À la carte Training

WHAT IS IT?

How to swiftly identify, detect, investigate, and respond to cyber attacks in real time

SIEM and Firewall Management & Analysis

Incident Response

Windows and Linux System Management

Advanced Endpoint Controls

WHO IS IT FOR?

Single, à la carte training session where customers can train on scenarios featuring a

simulated cyber attack, chosen from a variety of example attack scenarios, with custom

scenarios available as well. New scenarios are added regularly to keep your team up-to-date,

as the threat landscape becomes increasingly complex. 

YOUR SECURITY TEAM WILL LEARN:

Cybersecurity teams who would like to participate in à la carte training missions without the

commitment of an annual subscription.

FEATURES Choice of 12 different scenarios with customizable levels of complexity for each

Each session can accommodate up to 20 people

Onsite or remote training available 

HOW TO PURCHASE & SCHEDULE YOUR CYBER RANGE TRAINING MISSIONS

1. CHOOSE YOUR MISSION Choose from the list of Missions.  Each mission can be customized to

increase or decrease difficulty levels based on the skills of the team.

2. CHOOSE YOUR TRAINING
FORMAT

OR

3. SELECT NUMBER OF PEOPLE

Live remote training: Your security team  will participate in a live Mission, led 

 by  a remote instructor via live video within the training environment.  

On-site Instructor-led training: Cloud Range instructors will administer and

lead the Mission on-prem at your organization. 

The primary price for each Mission includes up to 5 people.  More

participants can be added for an additional cost per person.

4. AFTER YOU ORDER A Cloud Range representative will contact you within 24 hours to

schedule your session, either onsite or remote, based on your selection.

Cyber Attack Training Missions
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Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com



Custom Cyber Range Subscription

FlexRange

WHAT IS IT?

WHO IS IT FOR?

Flexible, frequency-based subscriptions to a specific number of instructor-led sessions on

the Cloud Range cyber defense training platform (ex FlexRange12=12 sessions per year).

Customers who want to ensure that they have an ongoing and consistent simulation-based

training program for their teams to ensure preparedness for the most complex cyber attacks.

FEATURES Flexible plans based on frequency of training customers know they will require to keep

team members super-skilled.

No infrastructure required with private access to a hosted cyber range that mirrors your

own network and security tools.

Training sessions can range from 2 hours up to a full day (or more) to provide flexibility,

thereby minimizing downtime of critical roles.

The content and scenarios used in each session may be selected by the customer or can

be prescribed by Cloud Range’s training experts.

Custom scheduling to accommodate everyone on a security team at different times,

especially for 24x7 SOCs.

Train the Trainer option  allows high frequency or highly classified customers to employ

their own trainer.

FLEXRANGE IS AVAILABLE AS:
FlexRange Enterprise for Businesses

FlexRange EDU for Universities

FlexRange MSSP for MSSPs and Service Providers

HOW TO PURCHASE FLEXRANGE FlexRange subscriptions provide a flexible

consumption model with two primary components:

FlexRange Annual
Membership Fee

FlexRange Paks -
Training Session
Fees

Initial configuration of a network environment for use in each session

Initial training baseline assessment of each employee

Access to updates containing new attack vectors/scenarios

Priority scheduling of sessions

Configuration of employees into the learning management system

Custom reporting of trainees’ activities and progress

Screen recordings and play-by-play documentation of trainee’s activities for each session

Allows security managers to plan ahead for how much training they want their team to receive on an ongoing

basis.  

Custom training plans based on specific individual skills and roles.

Training can be scheduled far in advance or nearer term (based on availability) 

FlexRange Paks are based on 4-8 hour sessions, which can be combined into longer sessions or broken up

into shorter sessions.

All sessions will have live video interaction with instructor, or optional in-person instructor.

FlexRange Paks include onsite instructor for the first training/orientation session (onsite is optional for future

sessions)
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Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com



Custom Hosted Cyber Range

WHAT IS IT?

WHO IS IT FOR?

An unlimited, dedicated hosted cyber range.

Enterprise customers, MSSPs and universities who want the benefits of owning a cyber

range without costly infrastructure and management.

FEATURES Remotely Accessible. Whether your security team is in one place or spread all over the

world, participants can log in to live sessions from anywhere.

Custom Range Network: A replica of your network will include real versions of the same

tools used in your security environment

No infrastructure required with private access to a hosted cyber range that mirrors your

own network.

Trainers available or choose to have your own to deliver training to your team.

RANGE365 IS AVAILABLE AS:
Range365 EDU for Universities

Range365 Enterprise for Businesses

Range365 MSSP for MSSPs
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Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com

FastTrak Candidate Assessments
WHAT IS IT?

WHO IS IT FOR?

FastTrak Candidate Assessments are simulation  exercises that assess a candidate's skills

and abilities by immersing them in a live, simulated cyber attack.  The result is  a report

containing various metrics and timing associated with the detection, investigation, and

response.  

SOC Team managers during hiring, promotion, and cross-training who must determine a

candidate’s qualifications, practical skills, relative overall experience, and readiness to

defend as a cybersecurity professional.

FEATURES Test candidates using actual industry tools, including SIEM, firewalls, EDR, etc.

Sessions can be proctored, assisted, or fully passive

Choice of assessment scenarios

Define the exact time allotment and difficulty level for each scenario

Assess specific skills and job functions 

SOC Analysts, Engineers

Incident Response

Senior security resources and more

ASSESS CANDIDATES FOR ALL SECURITY ROLES INCLUDING

Range365

Security Candidate Assessments



Hosted Cyber Range Solutions

What equipment do we need?
Unlike other cyber ranges that require costly infrastructure/CapEx, Cloud Range simply requires a web browser to access a private network that

contains the range infrastructure, SOC tools, etc.

Does the Cloud Range virtual network ever touch our network?
Since Cloud Range is a “containerized training platform” that has its own DMZ, it never touches the end user production network.

Do we need a trainer or can we just use the range?
Customers who utilize the cyber range more frequently can choose to provide their own internal trainer, undergoing Cloud Range’s “Train the

Trainer” course.

How does the virtual trainer work?
All sessions will have live video interaction with an instructor, who will configure your network, observe and manage the training session in real

time from start to finish, then debrief your team’s performance afterward. FlexRange Paks include an onsite instructor for the first

training/orientation session (onsite is optional for future sessions).

How long are the individual sessions?
Training sessions can range from 2 hours up to a full day (or more) to provide flexibility, thereby minimizing downtime of critical roles.

What type of skills will trainees learn?
Cloud Range uses the world’s leading simulation-based cyber defense training platform to give SOC analysts and incident responders the skills

and hands-on training required to ensure they are prepared to identify and respond to the increasing number and types of cyber attacks.

What if our team has different levels of skills and experience?
Each sessions is designed to ensure that each participant will learn based on their individual skills and experience.  We will work with you to 

 understand the goals of the team and areas of focus.  

I want to make sure people get individual practice. How do we do that?
Because each session is customized, individuals will get the training and practice they need.  It is important, however, to practice as a team in

order to mimic real life events.

We don’t want to take people off their shift for too long at a time.  How is that handled?
You can split your team into morning and afternoon sessions for training.

What if I don’t use all the sessions during the year?
Having a consistent training program will help ensure the development of muscle memory while ensuring that processes are followed for

various scenarios.  We will help schedule sessions to maximize the use of your subscription. 

How do we schedule training?
Cloud Range offers flexible plans based on the training frequency of your subscription. Our custom scheduling will accommodate everyone on

your security team at different times, even for 24/7 SOCs. You will schedule your training sessions (typically per month) based on the

subscription you determine you need to keep your team members super-skilled.

We are not sure when we will need the range. Can we schedule it real-time?
Yes, training can be scheduled far in advance and nearer-term (based on availability). Scheduling is not necessary at the time of purchase.

What tools will the team use?
The team will use industry leading SIEM, Firewall, EDR, and other SOC tools in the training environment.   

How do we schedule a demo to see the range?
  You can request a demo on our website www.cloudrangecyber.com, or email sales@cloudrangecyber.com.

FAQS
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Contact us for more information at info@cloudrangecyber.com



Out of the Box Scenarios

DDOS SYN FLOOD
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EXAMPLE ATTACK SCENARIOS Cloud Range provides a variety of example out-of-the-box scenarios, including

those listed here. Unlimited custom scenarios are also available.

SQL INJECTION APACHE SHUTDOWN
In this scenario, internet bots are

leveraged to generate a large amount of

traffic targeting one of the organization’s

websites. The traffic floods and

eventually overloads the bandwidth and

resources of the target, crippling the

server and causing a denial-of-service

(DoS). Participants will identify and

mitigate the attack using various tools to

successfully defend the attack,

implement rules to prevent subsequent

attacks and restore services and

operational functionality.

In this scenario, a series of security flaws
pertaining to a public web server under
your control enables the attacker to
exploit the system using SQL injection
exploitation techniques. The successful
nefarious activities of the attacker pivot
to internal systems, extract privileged
information and interfere with business
processes. Participants will learn to
identify the attack through SQL, Firewall
and SIEM log analytics and implement
controls to block additional data
exfiltration, lateral movement and protect
the organization from future malicious
activity.

Targeting a known public web server,
this scenario emulates an attack on an
Apache web server where the attacker
uses a Secure Shell (SSH) brute-force
attack to gain access to the system.
Participants are confronted with a
disruption to critical business
components and must act swiftly in
order to maintain up-time and to mitigate
the attack. Participants will learn to
detect the attack through the analysis of
apache log files, linux system commands
and forensics as well as understanding
the basics of the attack chain including
housekeeping and persistence.

TROJAN DATA LEAK WEB DEFACEMENT KILLER TROJAN
In this scenario, the system sends an
infected e-mail with a link to a Trojan
executable. When the executable is
opened, a Trojan is installed and
performs a local search of secret files and
sends them to the attacker by e-mail.
Participants experience first-hand the
entire attack chain of a successful spear-
phishing campaign demonstrating a real-
world example of system compromise
and exfiltration of sensitive information
referencing examples of high-profile
attacks when spear-phishing was used
include the attack on RSA, HBGary
Federal and Operation Aurora (attack on
Google).

In this scenario, an attack using brute-

force techniques is launched against the

SSH daemon on an Apache web server.

The attacker, upon successful breach of

credentials, defaces the website with

their own “hacked “version prior to

detection. Participants must first identify

and subsequently stop the attacker from

taking further actions and correct the

defacement in order to maintain the

company’s image.

In this scenario, a Trojan-infected CD-

ROM has been inserted into a Windows

Machine where the malware is auto-run

and loaded from the device. Once inside,

the malicious Trojan connects back to a

Command and Control server where

commands to steal secret files and

important user information are executed.

Participants will learn to detect and

contain the malicious outbreak in order

to control further spreading of the

infected files, mitigate the data

exfiltration, and confirm that the

outbreak has been contained.

JAVA NMS KILL RANSOMWARE WMI WORM
The JAVA NMS scenario emulates a

Watering-Hole attack in which the

attacker sits and waits for the victim to

perform the expected action of

navigating to a known, infected website

that contains a Trojan Horse. Participants

will leverage advanced techniques in

this complex attack to detect, analyze

and stop the malicious code to minimize

the attack surface and protect the

organization from further compromise.

In this scenario, an unsuspecting

employee opens a legitimate looking

email from a trusted source with an

attached document, and the ominous

message demands for the transfer of

bitcoin to unlock their system. Within

minutes of opening the attachment, the

user’s system has been compromised.

Participants must contain the incident

and learn proper handling and response

techniques in order to solve the case and

save the organization from complete

lockdown.

Participants in this scenario are faced

firsthand with a worm outbreak in the

internal network. Company-wide panic

ensues as participants work quickly to

analyze the attack flow, utilize forensic

tools and perform basic malware analysis

/ reverse-engineering in order to mitigate

the threat. The attack simulates the

characteristics of a modern Bot-Net and

focuses on developing the real time

response capabilities of the trainees.



Out of the Box Scenarios
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EXAMPLE ATTACK SCENARIOS Cloud Range provides a variety of example out-of-the-box scenarios, including

those listed here. Unlimited custom scenarios are also available.

DB DUMP VIA FTP EXPLOIT JAVA SEND MAIL TROJAN SHARE PE
This scenario demonstrates how a

sophisticated attacker, using multiple

methods of pivoting within the system,

circumvents numerous security

mechanisms allowing access to

segments of the network that are

otherwise unavailable. Participants will

use advanced detection and prevention

techniques to mitigate the scenario

before significant data is exfiltrated from

the environment.

Similar to Java NMS Kill, this scenario
emulates a Watering-Hole attack in
which the attacker sits and waits for the
victim. The victim, having performed the
expected action of navigating to a
known, infected website enables the
hacker to “eavesdrop” on all messages
within the organization through the
execution of a Trojan Horse. Participants
will leverage their advanced analysis
techniques in this complex attack to
detect, analyze and stop the malicious
code to minimize the attack surface and
protect the organization from further
compromise.

This scenario begins with a phishing

attack where an unsuspecting employee

receives an Trojan-infected email for a

legitimate source. The Trojan is executed

with user privileges, motivating the

attacker to determine a path to privilege

escalation. In this complex attack,

participants will use advanced detection

and prevention techniques to mitigate

the scenario before significant data is

exfiltrated from the environment.

WPAD MAN IN THE MIDDLE DRAGONFLY WORDPRESS BLUE BAD PLUGIN
In this scenario, a Man-in-the-Middle

(MiTM) attack is executed on the

network where the attacker

impersonates a legitimate proxy in the

segment in order to deceive victim hosts.

In this complex scenario, participants will

use advanced detection and prevention

techniques to mitigate the scenario

before significant data is exfiltrated from

the environment, leaving the

organization in a more vulnerable

position.

An employee receives a spear phishing

email from a source posing as HR, asking

that the employee follow the received

link and update software. The ‘software

update’ is in fact a trojan which begins to

spread throughout the network,

capturing screenshots of infected

machines. The attacker is ultimately able

to compromise additional machines and

attempts to exfiltrate the screenshots,

storing them on the corporate web

server and leveraging a web shell

installed on the corporate web server for

data retrieval.

A corporate WordPress blog residing in

the DMZ has a vulnerable plugin

installed, allowing for the attacker to

upload a PHP shell, perform

reconnaissance on the internal network,

and ultimately gain access to a sensitive

database, exfiltrating the discovered

data.

FILELESS TECHNIQUE SQLI DOMAIN HIJACKING CORPORATE ESPIONAGE
An attacker leverages fileless techniques

to gain access to a company’s website

through an end user’s computer.

Utilizing these techniques, the attacker

moves laterally and plants a malicious

HTML file on the corporate IIS server,

allowing for the attack to propagate

further to other corporate users and

clients who navigate to the site and open

the HTA file.

An attacker leverages a SQL Injection

vulnerability against a target website in

order to gain access and proceed with

moving laterally throughout the network.

The attacker pillages sensitive data and

exfiltrates the contents to an attacker

controlled command and control (C2)

server.

An unsuspecting employee receives a
spear phishing email containing an
infected office document. Once the
employee opens the document, a
hidden macro executes and downloads
an image file from attacker controlled
infrastructure. The macro proceeds to
decode a payload hidden inside of the
image file and executes it. Upon
execution, the malware begins to move
laterally and search for specific file
extensions residing on any file shares
accessible from the victim’s computer.
Once files are discovered, the malware
proceeds to exfiltrate the contents to a
second attacker owned IP address.


